
En Pointe IT Solutions
En Pointe IT Solutions, a national technology solutions provider with over 40 employees and another 30 contractors supporting 
large enterprise clients in the US, is one of MetLife’s go-to diverse suppliers. As one of En Pointe’s largest and most strategic 
accounts, the MetLife relationship has engaged En Pointe at many levels including Global Procurement, Global Technology and 
Operations and the Supplier Inclusion and Development team.
The En Pointe IT Solutions team represents a wide variety of minority segments that reflects the company’s commitment to 
provide opportunities for qualified, passionate members of the diverse community. The alliance with NMSDC and other advocacy 
organizations across the country is integral to how En Pointe goes to market and they value opportunities created by NMSDC to 
engage in conversation about enabling diverse companies to thrive.
En Pointe has ensured that the community they live and work in benefits from their impact, on several levels. Since 2017, the 
company has been a proud supporter of the Hispanic Business Society (HBS) at California State University LA. Cal State LA is 
heralded for its top ratings for upper mobility for its student base and is a natural fit with the CEO Fiddy Hakim’s commitment to 
empower those with a diverse background.
Through a series of workshops for Cal State’s Hispanic Business Society, En Pointe’s executive team mentors’ students, sharing 
life experience and best practices to position them for success as they prepare for professional careers. En Pointe provides 
opportunities for members of the HBS to attend industry events, exposing them to information and connections that will prove 
valuable as they move through their academic and professional journey. En Pointe is also a proud sponsor of the Big Brothers and 
Big Sisters organization and the Robin Kaplan Memorial Fund, providing support in a variety of local events and charitable causes.
En Pointe IT Solutions repeatedly demonstrates their commitment to influence the conversation on diversity and inclusion and 
drive economic growth for the benefit of communities, suppliers and corporations.
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